Bismillahir Rahmanir Rahim

MIST is striving hard over the years to achieve regional and global ranking through its various actions aiming at excelling in academic quality, building sustainable research & publication capabilities, and developing meaningful collaboration with the industries and research organizations at home and abroad. I am happy to note that MIJST - the Flagship journal of MIST is putting its signature as a quality platform for researchers from all over the world for sharing research ideas. As a mark of its contribution MIJST has already been recognized by a number of reputed journal databases locally and internally. With the latest inclusion of a good number of distinguished scholars and scientists in the areas of science, technology, and engineering as the Journal’s Editorial and Advisory Board members, MIJST is now focusing on its ultimate mission of getting enlisted in Scopus and WoS, which I believe is a matter of time for the journal to achieve.

I have the distinct pleasure to congratulate the entire Editorial Team of the journal for their hard work in the timely publication of the June 2022 issue of the journal. I would like to thank from the bottom of my heart all the authors of this issue for their meaningful contributions to MIJST. Sincere appreciations are due to all the reviewers of this issue for providing invaluable suggestions and comments aiming at maintaining a high quality of the journal. Very special thanks to the National and the International Advisory Board Members for their invaluable suggestions and guidance aiming at achieving global recognition of MIJST.

I wish continued success of MIJST!
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